
     

 

 

Third and Fourth Grade Spelling Words 

 

about across afraid afternoon age 

ago almost anything balloon basket 

bean behind born boxes bread 

brush buses butter caught cheese 

circus classes climb clown colour 

crazy cries doctor doesn’t dollar 

done easy everyone flies foil 

Friday front funny gift half 

happen heard heart himself horse 

hurt I’ll I’m I’ve isn’t 

knee knew know lamb laugh 

law leave life lift lived 

lose love match maybe meet 

merry Monday morning mouth move 

near noise none once outside 

own paint park penny picnic 

piece point prize queen quickly 

raised riding river rode roll 

roses running sail sale Saturday 

scratch scream serve shelf shopping 

should sky slept smiling someone 

something speak spread spring stairs 

stopped straight street stretch string 

strong suit summer Sunday tenth 

that’s thick threw throw Thursday 

tiny today together tooth touch 

town tries trouble true Tuesday 

turn until used voice walk 

warm we’ll Wednesday whole window 

without won’t wore wrong wrote 

young you’re    



     

 

 

 

Third and Fourth Grade Spelling Words 

 

against agree airport alphabet although 

always angriest answer asleep banana 

battle beautiful beauty become believe 

between blanket bought breath bridge 

broken brought bubble building button 

calf camera caring catch centre 

charge cheer chief choice chore 

chose cities coast coin comb 

common corner cottage couch cough 

couldn’t cousin crayon crime crooked 

crowd dairy damage danger dawn 

deaf decide degree deliver dislike 

divide downstairs drawer earlier earth 

eighty electric engine evening except 

false famous feather fever fifth 

fifty follow forever forgive forty 

fourth fruit garden gasoline gentle 

giant gold groceries guard handsome 

happiest health hiking holiday honey 

hospital hour hundred hungry husband 

important invite jacket juice kindness 

kitchen kneel knight library lonely 

machine mailbox meant medal mirror 

moment neighbour neither nickel ninth 

o’clock obeyed office paste peaceful 

pencil picture planet playground police 

proper public question quilt remember 

ridge rough sauce seventh she’ll 

sidewalk sink sixty sneeze studying 

suppose twenty useless village wouldn’t 

yourself     

 

 

 


